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Arming Against Alzheimer's
A Kaiser Permanente memory clinic medical director explains the disease and measures for
lowering the risk factors.
Alzheimer’s disease is a degenerative brain condition that causes problems with memory, thinking,
and behavior. It is the most common form of dementia. According to the Alzheimer’s Association,
more than 50 million people are living with the disease and other dementias worldwide today.

Maria Felicitas Dizon, MD, is chief of Geriatrics and of Skilled Nursing Medicine at Kaiser
Permanente in the Central Valley, and medical director of the new Memory Care Clinic there. In
honor of September’s Healthy Aging Month, Dr. Dizon explains the disease with a focus on
prevention.
What causes Alzheimer’s?
There isn’t a single risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease. Two things are non-modifiable, meaning
you can’t change them. One is age — the number one risk factor — and the other is genetics.
Modifiable risk factors such as smoking, hypertension, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, and obesity
are what the medical community tends to focus on. Head trauma and education level are
connected to dementia, too.
When does the disease typically present?
It can be diagnosed in people as early as 30, although that is very uncommon. Typically, people
are diagnosed in their 60s. However, there are pathological changes happening in people’s brains
as early as 15 years prior to the disease being noticeable.
What are symptoms of Alzheimer’s?
There are many symptoms of the disease traversing changes in cognition, behavior, mood,
psychology, and physical abilities. The most common earmarks are short-term memory loss and
confusion. Other early signs include repeating the same questions and misplacing things. As the
disease progresses, there may be changes in personality and hygiene, followed by an inability to
follow instructions, and then a general disorientation.
The changes initially are very subtle, so family members or the patients themselves may attribute it
to normal aging. As a result, it is very under-diagnosed, yet with our aging American population
gerontologists are seeing the demands for help and care growing dramatically.
Can anything be done to stave off the disease?
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There are currently no known ways to cure Alzheimer’s. However, there are many studies on the
disease as part of risk factor reduction strategy. One looked at hypertension as a risk factor and
found that lowering blood pressure can reduce the risk of mild cognitive impairment, a precursor to
Alzheimer’s.
I recommend overall physical and mental health measures to my patients. That includes the basics
of healthy eating, with lots of fruits and vegetables as well as less red meat and saturated fats;
regular exercise; adequate sleep; and, of course, no smoking.
But living well as a senior also extends to exercising one’s mind, such as taking in-person or
online classes; doing puzzles, games, or other brain challenges; and being sure to socialize.
The main take-away here is to contact your primary care physician if there are any concerns about
yourself or a loved one. Also, it is never too late to take care of your health to give yourself the best
odds of a healthy, productive life.
Learn more about Alzheimer’s disease from Kaiser Permanente and the Alzheimer’s Association.
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